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A crime museum opened in Budapest in 1908. It was small – just three rooms – and housed on 
the ground floor of a transit prison on the city’s outskirts. It displayed forms of punishment 
past and present: shackles, handcuffs, thumbscrews, whips, wooden stocks, and a gallows, last 
used just five years earlier. In a nod to Cesare Lombroso’s famous collection in Turin, the 
museum contained skulls and death masks from criminals, and photographs of infamous 
murderers and thieves hung on the walls. Prison uniforms and models and ground plans of 
Hungary’s major prisons introduced contemporary practices of penology. In the following 
decades, the museum would relocate, expand, and explain to visitors new developments in the 
field of criminology, such as fingerprinting. During the Second World War, however, the 
museum and its collection of more than 10,000 items were largely destroyed in the siege of 
Budapest. It would be decades before the museum reopened. In 1997, it acquired its current 
location and name, the Police Museum.  
 
In what follows, I describe four exhibits that might have appeared in the old Crime Museum 
(shown here) – or in today’s Police Museum. They come from three famous Budapest murder 
cases from the first part of the twentieth century. I’ve written an introductory panel to an 
exhibition on women and crime centered on these items, along with longish object labels for 
each.  
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HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 
 
Three women, three killings. One suffocated an elderly jeweler who had come for payment on 
a necklace. Another, a domestic servant, incited her boyfriend to strangle her wealthy 
employer. A third shot her sleeping husband. All three attempted to dispose of the evidence, 
including the bodies. All three were soon caught, tried, and sent to prison (one was sentenced 
to death but pardoned by the king). Their trials were sensational, with eager spectators 
packing the courtroom from start to finish. Everyone seemed to have a theory as to why these 
women had committed such shocking crimes.  
 
Perhaps people should not have been so surprised. Crime rates in Budapest a century ago 
were comparatively low. But thousands of crimes took place every year, many committed by 
women, who were typically young, unmarried, and working-class. Statistics show that they 
accounted for one-sixth of all murders and one-fifth of other killings, along with roughly one 
in three cases of theft, extortion, and fencing stolen goods. Nearly all arrests for prostitution 
and child abuse involved women.  
 
Women usually committed their crimes at home, or close to it. Not for them the wine shops, 
taverns, alleys, workshops, wharves, and other public spaces favored by men. Certainly that 
pattern fits the three cases featured here, even if “home” could take on very different 
meanings: a crowded tenement near the railroad tracks, an expensively-furnished five-room 
apartment, a one-story house on the edge of town. These very different locations became 
unexpected crime scenes. 
 
This exhibition features everyday objects connected to these cases. They can help us 
understand the immediate aftermath of the killings, when the three women tried to remove 
signs of their crimes. Crucially, this took them out of their homes and into the city. This raises 
the practical (if grim) question: how does one hide evidence of a killing in a metropolis of one 
million people? Where could women go and remain anonymous? What do their choices reveal 
about women’s lives in the city? 
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EARRING 
around 1900 
  
On the morning of July 1, 1902, Eszter Petró (pictured here) killed a 60 year-old jeweler 
named Sándor Erdei. He had come to her apartment to collect the 24 forints she still owed for 
a necklace. She was unable to pay and an argument ensued. He slapped her, and although 
described as “willowy,” she easily knocked him back onto a sofa, stuffed the corner of a 
blanket into his mouth, and suffocated him. She then hid the body in a small room, cleaned 
up, went shopping, and visited a pawn shop (one is shown below, right), where she received 9 
forints for an earring taken from Erdei. The pawnbroker would identify her and the earring at 
the trial. Why had she gone there?  
 
Because that is where Budapest’s poor went when they needed money. They pawned pillows, 
rings, winter coats, and watches; one journalist claimed that more people went to pawn shops 
than to church. At the time of the killing, Petró had already pawned the necklace, and she also 
owed 40 forints to the grocer and 80 forints in rent (her husband, a carpenter, earned 15 
forints a week). The day before she had pawned her boarders’ dress clothes, intending to pay 
Erdei with that money (the angry boarders ruined this plan). She used the money from the 
pawned earring to buy food and to pay down her debts, so that “those who let me buy on 
credit would not be harmed.” Her trip to the pawn shop, then, was wholly unremarkable, 
even if it contributed to her downfall. 
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BABY CARRIAGE 
around 1900 
 
Later that day, Petró disposed of Erdei’s body. She cut it into three pieces, placed them in this 
baby carriage, and covered it with a red tablecloth. Leaving her apartment building, she 
headed toward the Western railway station. There she hired two men to help her cross the 
Ferdinand Bridge, a viaduct spanning the 40 tracks and leading to an industrial district. Petró 
deposited the remains of the unfortunate Erdei in an empty lot and returned home with the 
carriage, which she then used to collect her two young children. Many eyewitnesses would 
later recall seeing her on the bridge. Why had she seemingly drawn so much attention to 
herself? 
 
The 290-meter Ferdinand Bridge was an engineering marvel of stone and steel; a fountain at 
its foot had water nymphs and dolphins. But the side Petró approached was steep, and 
muggings and theft were not uncommon here. So it made sense that she paid two men to help 
her. The papers described them as day laborers; at least one was not originally from Budapest, 
something he shared with Petró, who spent her first 12 years in a small village in northeastern 
Hungary. She had told the men that she was transporting dishes. One later testified that had 
not heard the expected clattering and that the smell convinced him that she was smuggling 
meat. He had said nothing at the time. Ordinarily, nobody would have spoken to the police 
about a young woman crossing the busy Ferdinand Bridge with a baby carriage. 
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TRAVELING BASKET 
early 1900s 
 
In January 1914, Rózsi Kóbori, a domestic servant, and Gusztáv Nick, a baker and her 
boyfriend, were arrested and charged with the murder and robbery of her employer, Elza 
Turcsányi (she appears on the left, the perpetrators on the right). Nick had strangled 
Turcsányi in her bed. He and Kóbori then placed the body in a wicker traveling basket 
(shown at center), which usually stood in the bathroom and contained curtains. The next 
morning, at five a.m., they carried the basket down the stairs and across the street to the 
Danube, where they pushed it down to the river’s edge and hurried away. At the trial, much 
was made of how Kóbori had incited Nick to violence (“If I were a man, I would have done 
away with this woman long ago,” she reportedly said) and how she had carefully planned the 
murder. But the disposal of the traveling basket – in the open and close to the scene of the 
crime – seemed thoughtless and reckless. What were they thinking? 
 
The Danube at Budapest was very different a century ago, before major roads were built 
alongside it. Parts of it were elegant: the “Corso” in Pest attracted the rich and stylish. But 
there was another Danube, industrial, commercial, rank, and dirty. The writer Adolf Ágai 
described the trash that washed up on its banks – “Ruined furniture, shabby boot uppers, 
rooftiles, dead cats, and other unspeakable bits of junk and refuse” – and the poor people who 
combed through it, looking for anything valuable. Two hours after Kóbori and Nick had left 
the basket by the river, two carters spotted it, lifted it onto their wagon, and drove off. Only 
on the next street did they open the basket and, discovering the corpse, go to the police. Had 
they not – or had the river carried away the basket – the crime might have remained unsolved. 
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MEN’S CLOTHES 
1920s 
 
In 1934 Julianna Bognár (left) shot her husband, a butcher (right). Their marriage had long 
been unhappy; she accused him of drinking and womanizing. Money was a constant source of 
tension, and the night of the killing she had discovered him rifling through her purse. She 
spent the next two days removing the evidence of the killing from their house. The press 
described in garish detail how she cut up her husband and left body parts in nearby building 
lots and on the riverside. But at the trial it also emerged that she had sold the clothes her 
husband had been wearing (his one good suit, shown in the photograph) at a crowded market 
in Pest. The market was far from the Bognárs’ house and closely watched by the police. Why 
had she taken this risk?  
 
Bognár had gone to Teleki Square, which stood at the city’s edge, close to a railroad station 
and a cemetery. The surrounding neighborhood had a large number of Yiddish-speaking 
Hasidic Jews, some of them recent arrivals in Hungary. Unemployed workers also gathered 
here, hoping an employer in need of labor might appear. The flea market at Teleki Square 
drew poor people from across the city; they came to buy and sell old shoes, furniture, 
uniforms, furs, and watches. The city required sellers to have permits, but many people simply 
waited until the police left and then offered their goods. Bognár made her living selling 
chickens and eggs in food markets around the city, so she would have known her way around 
Teleki Square. In spite of its crowds and police, it was a perfect place to sell clothes (and 
make evidence disappear) with no questions asked. 
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WHAT GETS HIDDEN 
 
If not for their connection to crime, the four objects on view here would be easy to overlook. 
The same is true of the places in Budapest where they came to light: the pawn shop, bridge, 
riverbank, and flea market. These objects’ stories can help us see a hidden urban topography, 
although one very familiar to the city’s poor.  
 
The three women committed extraordinary crimes. But they moved through the city in 
ordinary ways: as a mother with a baby carriage, a servant with luggage, a market woman 
selling clothes. For a few hours at least, they too were “hidden in plain sight” in some of the 
busiest parts of Budapest. 
 
Following their arrests and trials, all three women were hidden away in the Márianosztra 
(“Our Mary”) prison. Petró received an early pardon and served fewer than five years; 
Kóbori remained in prison for decades. Bognár resurfaced several times: four months after her 
arrest she gave birth to a daughter in prison, and four years later she escaped and walked 40 
miles back to Budapest (she was caught within 24 hours). Otherwise these women largely 
faded from the historical record. 
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